INTRODUCTION {#S1}
============

Growing recognition of the potential for wrongful convictions has spurred intense interest in decision-making in the criminal justice system. Retrospective studies of criminal cases have highlighted flawed forensic evidence, mistaken eyewitness identifications, and defendants' prior criminal convictions as leading risk factors for error in criminal prosecutions^[@R1]--[@R6]^. In addition, some legal scholars have suggested that the risk of wrongful conviction may depend on the type of crime, with moral or emotional responses to very serious crimes increasing the risk of wrongful conviction^[@R7]--[@R11]^. These findings have triggered two approaches. The first is an extensive effort to strengthen procedures for collecting and analyzing evidence, including increasing the rigor and scientific validity of common forensic methods ^[@R12]--[@R17]^ as well as implementing more reliable procedures for eyewitness identifications ^[@R18]--[@R21]^. Second, psychologists and legal scholars have tried to better understand how jurors and others in the criminal justice system incorporate evidence and other considerations into decisions about guilt ^[@R11],[@R14],[@R30]--[@R38],[@R22]--[@R29]^. In this work, we extend the second approach by using a high-throughput experimental paradigm to quantify and compare the influences of evidence and potential biases on decisions by jurors and legal professionals.

Traditionally, research on criminal justice decision-making has relied on mock juror experiments using detailed case descriptions that attempt to capture as much of the context of a real trial as possible. Such studies have been widely used to investigate how jurors respond to different types of forensic evidence ^[@R22],[@R23],[@R25],[@R30],[@R33]^, the roles of racial and cognitive biases ^[@R39]--[@R42]^, and the effectiveness of jury instructions and other procedures designed to reduce those biases ^[@R43],[@R44]^. This approach has been particularly valuable for constructing psychological models of the process by which jurors incorporate multiple pieces of evidence and contextual information into a coherent judgment about guilt or innocence ^[@R36],[@R37],[@R45],[@R46]^. But the realistic presentation of cases in this design necessarily limits the number of independent variables that can be tested in each study.

Here, we introduce a complementary experimental approach that combines a simplified behavioral task with statistical modeling to test the effects of many evidence variables on decisions about guilt across a range of crime scenarios. In this approach, simplified descriptions of the crime and the evidence in each case make it possible to create a high-throughput behavioral task, in which each research subject evaluates many different combinations of crime-type and evidence combinations in a single session. We change a limited number of case details for each subject, and then use conjoint analysis ^[@R47]^ from marketing to quantify attitudes in this high-dimensional crime-scenario space. This produces partially-overlapping changes to the scenarios, so that we can estimate the effect size and variance for each subject, each crime scenario, and each type of evidence. Data for subjects who did not see particular combinations of evidence in a particular scenario are then treated as missing, and estimated using hierarchical Bayesian modeling ^[@R48],[@R49]^. We have previously applied these and similar models to analyze social behaviors in macaques ^[@R50]--[@R52]^, and others have shown that similar high-throughput experimental tasks using simplified scenarios can provide useful information about mechanisms underlying moral judgments in humans ^[@R53],[@R54]^.

In adapting this approach to decisions to the criminal justice system, a particular concern is whether the simplified crime descriptions required by the high-throughput task design can approximate the effects of evidence and other information on decision-making in real criminal prosecutions. Simple summary descriptions of a crime and related evidence lack the context and specificity typically used in mock juror studies, to say nothing of real criminal cases. Further, in a high-throughput task, each subject evaluates a series of crime scenarios in quick succession, in contrast to the concentrated focus on a single case in a typical mock juror study or real trial. However, by averaging responses to multiple scenarios across a large number of subjects, the approach described here should, via standard statistical arguments, reliably estimate effects of interest at the population level. That is, despite its simplicity, our paradigm should be able to replicate established effects from the more realistic single-case literature and from studies of actual criminal cases while permitting a much larger number of cases and variables to be considered.

In this study, therefore, we examine how mock jurors, practicing prosecutors, and other practicing lawyers weigh different categories of evidence and other information when deciding on guilt. Consistent with results from traditional mock juror studies and analyses of real criminal cases, we find for all groups that confidence in guilt depends most heavily on the type and amount of evidence, with physical evidence weighted more strongly than eyewitness identifications. Surprisingly, evidence of a defendant's prior criminal convictions has only a modest effect on confidence in guilt. Notably, however, we also find that the type of crime influences confidence in guilt independently of the evidence, with more serious crimes associated with increased confidence in guilt. This correlation between seriousness of the crime and confidence in guilt applies across all groups, though the magnitude of the effect is much greater for mock jurors than for prosecutors and other lawyers. The results suggest a model of decision-making in which evidence-based decisions about the guilt of a criminal defendant can be modulated by a systematic bias associated with the type of crime. More generally, the results indicate that the approach described here can complement traditional methods for investigating decision-making in the criminal justice system.

RESULTS {#S2}
=======

Retrospective studies of real criminal cases have identified forensic evidence, eyewitness identifications, and a defendant's prior criminal history as leading risk factors for wrongful convictions^[@R1]--[@R6]^. Several researchers have suggested further that the type of crime can influence judgments about a defendant's guilt^[@R7]--[@R11],[@R26],[@R38],[@R55]^. In order to model the effects of crime type and evidence on judgments about guilt, we developed a high-throughput , web-based task that can sample a much larger parameter space than traditional mock juror studies ^[@R9],[@R14],[@R31]--[@R33],[@R36],[@R37],[@R43],[@R55]--[@R58],[@R22],[@R59]--[@R61],[@R24]--[@R30]^. Our task design allows each experimental subject to view 33 different crime scenarios, each of which can be coupled with a randomly selected combination of evidence, resulting in a 33 (crime type) × 3 (physical evidence) × 2 (eyewitness testimony) × 2 (prior criminal history) design (see [Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for complete text of each option). After reading each scenario, subjects are asked to judge the strength of the case against the accused and to rate their moral or emotional responses to the crime. [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the onscreen presentation of a typical format.

Concordance with criminal justice expectations {#S3}
----------------------------------------------

We first administered this task to approximately 600 subjects recruited through the Amazon Mechanical Turk (mTurk) online platform ^[@R62]--[@R65]^. MTurk allows subjects ("workers") to choose from a menu of online tasks, one of which was ours. To minimize differences between real jurors and our subjects, our subject pool included only adults in the United States.

To test whether responses in our simplified experimental task resemble the expected structure of decision-making in the criminal justice system, we compared our subjects' responses to the expectations that the amount of evidence should drive confidence in guilt ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), that stronger cases should be more likely to evoke a vote of "guilty" ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and that punishment should correspond to crime severity according to the criminal code ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Our results show that the type and amount of evidence altered ratings of case strength, although the mean case strength varied for different crime scenarios ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We interpret the ratings for strength of the case to reflect subjects' confidence in the guilt of the accused. To test that interpretation, we asked two subgroups of participants whether they thought the accused in each case was guilty or not guilty ([Supplementary Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). One subgroup responded to the binary choice question in addition to rating the strength of the case, while a second group responded to the binary choice question without rating the case strength. Results were not significantly different between those groups. Combining responses across all groups, [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} makes clear that higher ratings for case strength imply higher likelihood of responding "guilty," suggesting that subject ratings for case strength are a reasonable proxy for confidence in guilt.

We further tested whether judgments about confidence in guilt shift over the course of the task due to viewing many crime scenarios in succession. To test this, we plotted the distribution of confidence ratings for the first 5 and last 5 scenario viewings. Because of the randomized order of presentation, each particular scenario-evidence combination appears early for some subjects and late for other subjects. We found a small shift in the distribution of responses. Confidence-in-guilt ratings were distributed more evenly for the first five viewings as compared with later ones, and narrowed toward the middle of the response scale for the last five viewings. ([Supplementary Figure 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, while there is some evidence that experience leads subjects to use less extreme ratings, our randomized sequence of scenario presentation shows that this effect averages out across subjects.

Finally, the 33 crime scenarios elicited a broad range of moral judgments and emotional responses. Ratings of deserved punishment, perceived threat, and outrage varied with type of crime, in a rank order broadly consistent with the seriousness of the crimes under the North Carolina criminal code, which is typical of many U.S. states ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Hierarchical and mixed model for data analysis {#S4}
----------------------------------------------

We used a Bayesian hierarchical model to model the effects of our experimental variables on subjects' responses ^[@R48]^. This was necessary because no subject viewed every possible combination of evidence and crime: Our modeling approach must account for sparsely sampled data, as well as for multiple levels of variability---both across and within individuals as well as between crimes. This approach is similar to techniques like conjoint analysis, a method widely used in marketing research to handle situations in which the number of possible combinations of features far exceed the number of available data points per participant, hierarchical models can estimate the effects of individual features (in our case, types of evidence and type of crime) by assuming that individual responses arise from population distributions. In conjoint analysis, the emphasis is often on design: of which features to add to a product, of pricing, even of advertising. Methods for estimating the values of features have favored multiple regression combined with adaptive sampling of cases. The key innovation of hierarchical methods, which have been part of a trend of increasing sophistication in conjoint techniques^[@R47]^, is that of partial pooling: using data from the subject population to inform the fitting of a single subject's choices. For our purposes, the Bayesian hierarchical approach offers three advantages: First, Bayesian priors let us easily incorporate knowledge from previous experiments with small sample size (e.g., in moving from large-scale surveys to smaller sample sizes of legal professionals). Second, Bayesian methods quantify uncertainty at multiple levels (e.g., within individuals and across the population); this is crucial in studies like ours where we expect substantial individual variation. Finally, Bayesian models naturally allow us to account for missing data. In many of our datasets, respondents did not rate every case on all scales. Our Bayesian approach lets us combine such datasets into a single model with appropriately weighted uncertainties.

The primary difficulty with hierarchical models like ours is computational: The quantities of interest in most models---our beliefs after having seen the data---cannot be computed efficiently from formulas. So they are typically sampled using algorithms like Markov Chain Monte Carlo. In practice, this sampling is performed by standard analysis packages (we used the Stan Bayesian modeling language ^[@R66]^) that only require users to define the model mathematically. The returned samples can then be used to compute quantities of interest such as means and variances.

In its most general form, our experiment involved multiple questions, each with multiple ratings. We modeled the data as drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with correlated ratings for, e.g., punishment and confidence. We modeled the mean of each rating as a weighted sum of scenario-specific effects for each evidence type (e.g., eyewitness, physical evidence). Since each rating was limited to a number between 0 and 100, with many ratings at the extreme ends of the scale, the model also accounts for the effects of censoring in our data. The model is hierarchical in that it envisions three types of variability at different levels of granularity: (1) variability across ratings within each subject (controlling for evidence), (2) variability of evidence effects across subjects for a given scenario, and (3) uncertainty in evidence effects across scenarios (e.g., the value of an eyewitness in arson versus robbery cases). Moreover, because we modeled these effects as Student t, rather than normally distributed, our inferences are less influenced by outliers. Finally, with multiple ratings, the model accounts for correlations among evidence effects. Full details of our modeling procedures are described in the [Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Effects of forensic evidence, eyewitness testimony, and prior convictions {#S5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our analysis confirms that guilt confidence depends heavily on the evidence ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Controlling for scenario and other variables, DNA, and other physical evidence linking the accused to the crime had the largest effects on subjects' guilt confidence: approximately 30 points on a 100-point scale ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Contrary to scientific assessments of the relative reliability of the different types of forensic comparison methods ^[@R13],[@R67]^, DNA and non-DNA physical evidence had similar effects on guilt-confidence ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).This suggests that our subjects viewed fiber or fingerprint evidence, for example, as nearly as dispositive as DNA. On the other hand, the presence of an identifying eyewitness had a smaller but still substantial effect. ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with the extensive scientific evidence on the lower reliability of eyewitness identifications ^[@R18]--[@R21]^.

Compared to physical evidence or eyewitness identification, evidence of prior criminal history had only a modest effect ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Our results indicate that prior conviction for a related crime increased the perceived case strength about 10 points on a 100-point scale. A prior conviction for an unrelated crime had a smaller effect, increasing guilt confidence by about 5 points. While these effect sizes are relatively modest, they are statistically robust and additive with other evidence ([Fig. 2A,C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).These findings contrast with the widespread assumption that prior conviction evidence is powerfully prejudicial, but are consistent with statistical analyses of actual criminal cases, which found that prior-conviction evidence has a moderate but significant effect on trial outcomes ^[@R11],[@R34],[@R56],[@R68]^. Moreover, additional demographic information, including race, ethnicity, and gender, did not affect overall ratings ([Supplementary Figure 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that different populations used the rating scales similarly.

Despite the strong reliance on evidence, our results show further that evidence alone did not fully account for guilt-confidence ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We model the overall rating for guilt-confidence as the sum of a "crime effect" (e.g., arson versus robbery) plus the increase due to each item of evidence. According to that model, in each scenario *the effect of (1) the accusation against the defendant and (2) the description of the crime* accounted for 6 to 27 points of case strength **independent of the evidence** ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This implies that subjects in our mTurk population have, on average, a significant predisposition to believe that someone accused of a crime is guilty. The mean "adjudicative bias"^[@R9]^ for this population increases confidence in guilt by approximately 20 points, roughly equivalent to the effect of eyewitness testimony ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Different decision makers in the criminal justice system {#S6}
--------------------------------------------------------

Subjects in our mTurk study population were adults (\>18 years old, mean age 37) registered with mTurk in the U.S. who generally lack specialized legal training (see [Supplementary Tables 1--6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and thus are comparable to the jurors in the U.S. Jurors, however, are not the sole decision makers in the criminal justice system. Understanding how all actors from prosecutors to defense attorneys to judges weigh evidence and integrate it with their prior beliefs and moral or emotional responses to a crime can guide efforts to optimize rules and norms in the legal system (18, 19, 33, 53--56).

To explore potential differences between mock jurors and actual lawyers, we administered our experimental task to three groups of subjects with legal training. The first group, 52 students from three law schools, completed the study in group sessions in law school classrooms. The second and third groups, 40 practicing lawyers and judges registered for a legal conference, and 26 current state prosecutors, completed the task online. [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} compares the results for these legally trained subjects with those of the mTurk subjects. Modeling shows that the relative ordering of effects of the different categories of evidence on confidence in guilt are strikingly similar for both, although the absolute effect sizes are somewhat higher for the legally trained subjects ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Both groups gave similar weight to DNA and non-DNA physical evidence and significantly lower weight to eyewitness identifications. Prior convictions had modest effects on confidence in guilt ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

In contrast, crime effects on confidence in guilt were sharply lower for the legally trained group, including prosecutors; indeed, the median crime effect across all scenarios is 0 or slightly negative ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). While subjects could not register a negative rating for case strength, a negative crime effect represents a shift in the amount of evidence required for subjects to enter a rating greater than zero ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For all three groups of legally trained subjects, the crime has a significantly lower effect on confidence in guilt than for our lay subjects. This could reflect their greater skepticism, greater reliance on the legal presumption of innocence, or more analytical approach. Consistent with this, the much lower crime effect correlates with a greater effect for each type of evidence across the 33 crime scenarios ([Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). That is, for a fixed 100-point scale for confidence in guilt, the legally trained subjects allocated almost the entirety of that scale to evidence, with no indication of adjudicative bias.

Estimates of population variability are similar for all four groups, with effects most consistent across scenarios and least consistent within individuals ([Supplementary Figure 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggests that ratings differences were only partly captured by differences in evidence and may have relied strongly on inferences based on individuals' perceptions of the cases.

Effects of crime type and seriousness on confidence in guilt {#S7}
------------------------------------------------------------

Our results show that the effects of both crime and evidence on confidence in guilt vary widely across the different crime scenarios ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). By design, our scenarios differ in the type of crime described. However, they also differ in the language used to describe each case, including the names of defendants and victims, circumstances of the crime, and the context for each type of evidence. Thus, the variation in confidence ratings between scenarios could represent stochastic variation in the bias associated with each crime, or the strength of the evidence in each category. Alternatively, some legal scholars have suggested that certain types of crime could be systematically associated with a higher bias or predisposition towards confidence in guilt. ^[@R7],[@R9]--[@R11],[@R38]^. This is especially important for understanding wrongful convictions. Wrongful convictions have been documented predominantly in cases involving very serious crimes like murder or sexual assault, but it is not clear whether that is because wrongful convictions actually occur more frequently for those crimes or because errors in those cases are more likely to be detected ^[@R1],[@R2],[@R69]^.

Previous studies disagree whether a bias towards guilt for particularly serious crimes is greater than, less than, or similar to the bias in other cases ^[@R7]--[@R11],[@R26],[@R38],[@R55]^. Our task design allowed us to compare ratings for confidence in guilt across a much larger range of evidence and crime types than previous studies ^[@R9],[@R26],[@R55]^, including murders and sexual assaults ^[@R2],[@R9],[@R10],[@R69]^. To investigate whether the observed variability in crime effects could be ascribed to factors such as a crime's seriousness, we included in our model a potential correlation among regression coefficients at the population level. [Fig. 4A-C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} show ratings on all four possible scales used by mTurk subjects, including confidence in guilt, deserved punishment, outrage, and perceived threat for each case. [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows that evidence selectively affected confidence in guilt, leaving other responses largely unaffected. Conversely, crime effects ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) were substantially higher for deserved punishment, outrage, and perceived threat, indicating that these ratings depended predominantly on the nature of the crime itself, independent of evidence.

[Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the correlations among these crime effects. Deserved punishment and outrage were strongly and positively correlated across cases, consistent with previous studies suggesting that the moral judgments of deserved punishment are related to emotional responses to intentional harm ^[@R53],[@R54],[@R70]^. Notably, the crime effects on baseline confidence in guilt were positively correlated, though modestly, with deserved punishment and outrage ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Credible intervals for the remaining correlations overlapped substantially with 0. The same pattern also held when our likelihood question was included ([Supplementary Figure 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To examine potential effects of crime seriousness on confidence in guilt, we estimated correlations among all effects (crime and evidence) for each of our populations for both confidence in guilt and punishment rating scales ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; the legally trained groups were not asked to rate outrage or threat). For each *evidence effect* (physical evidence, eyewitness, prior conviction), posterior model estimates of correlation were highly uncertain but mostly centered around 0 ([Supplementary Figure 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, *crime effects* for case strength and punishment were modestly correlated in all groups, and for our prospective jurors, the addition of DNA evidence or an eyewitness also increased the correlation between these two measures ([Supplementary Figure 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). **In other words, controlling for evidence, crimes rated as deserving greater punishment produced higher confidence in guilt.** For our mock juror population, where the mean crime effect was substantial and the variability between crimes is relatively large, this correlation indicates that the "seriousness" of a crime contributed significantly to the overall assessment of guilt. For the lawyers, while the crime effects on confidence in guilt were smaller and the mean effect is near 0, the differences between crimes remained correlated with judgments of deserved punishment, suggesting that moral intuitions may still drive variability.

DISCUSSION {#S8}
==========

Over the last two decades, individual case studies and statistical analyses of actual criminal cases have identified some of the leading risk factors for errors in criminal prosecutions ^[@R1]--[@R5],[@R68]^. Reviews by leading scientific organizations have made important progress in addressing the reliability of forensic and eyewitness evidence ^[@R13],[@R17],[@R19],[@R67]^. At the same time, traditional mock-juror experiments have proven valuable for investigating how jurors evaluate that evidence and how potential biases can influence outcomes ^[@R9],[@R10],[@R42],[@R58],[@R68],[@R71],[@R72],[@R14],[@R22],[@R24],[@R27],[@R29]--[@R31],[@R40]^. Here, we expand this toolbox by showing that an experimental framework widely applied in marketing and other decision research can provide numerical estimates of these effects in the context of complex decisions involving the multiple variables present in most criminal trials. This approach allows us to model complex evidence-based decisions about guilt and to identify common misperceptions or biases that are likely to have the greatest influence on decisions in the criminal justice system.

Strengths and limitations of the approach {#S9}
-----------------------------------------

The approach described here combines a high-throughput experimental task with hierarchical Bayesian modeling, a statistical approach well suited to sparse data and multiple levels of variability. As a complement to more conventional methods for investigating decision-making in criminal cases, our approach offers important advantages but also poses potentially significant limitations, both of which we consider here.

The advantages complement the strengths of conventional methods in criminal-justice decision research. First, the high-throughput task design makes it possible to explore the effects of multiple variables simultaneously with a large number of subjects rapidly and cost-effectively, while hierarchical modeling makes it possible to quantify these effects from sparse data. The relative speed, low-cost, and flexibility of this approach enables multiple iterations of an experiment to optimize the task or to test the effects of minor variations in case presentation, questions, and presentation format (see [Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These advantages suggest that our approach can complement more conventional approaches, providing a relatively rapid and cost-effective first pass that a) screens variables and their potential interactions, b) tests alternative hypotheses, and c) prioritizes issues for more time- and resource-intensive studies.

The second advantage of our approach is that it places these effects within a conceptual and computational framework that applies to a wide range of decisions in humans and other animals ^[@R48]--[@R54]^. Because our experimental task design and computational models are compatible with functional brain imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), and other functional measures, it offers a critical link between more realistic methods that establish the ecological validity of a critical influence on decision-making as well as on the ability to investigate brain mechanism that mediate those effects.

The third advantage of our approach, its ability to obtain robust measures for multiple variables from sparse data sets, may prove especially valuable for investigating decision-making by active prosecutors and other key decision makers in the criminal justice system who rarely have been represented in studies that rely on more time-intensive experimental designs.

Despite these potential benefits, the requirements of a high-throughput task design impose significant limitations that could compromise its ecological validity, limiting our ability to draw conclusions about real-world decisions. For example, our approach requires each subject to view a relatively large number of individual crime scenarios in succession, with each scenario consisting of short descriptions of the crime and each item of evidence with minimal detail. By contrast, jurors in a criminal trial focus exclusively on one case, with evidence covered in rich detail. Traditional mock juror experiments also typically focus on a single case, in which the crime and evidence are presented as detailed as possible to what jurors will hear in trial. Finally, for this study, we recruited mock jurors through the mTurk platform. As others have found^[@R56],[@R62]--[@R65],[@R73]^, the mTurk population cannot be considered representative of actual jurors, and we cannot control the test environment for mTurk subjects participating in our study online.

We investigated each of these potential limitations. With regard to the validity of results obtained with mTurk subjects, we compared results for the mTurk subjects with results for law students who took part in our study in live events in their law school classrooms, with actual prosecutors, and with a separate cohort of practicing lawyers. We found that the relative effects of forensic evidence, eyewitness identifications, and prior-conviction evidence were robust across individual "batches" of mTurk subjects who viewed different variations of the behavioral task and between mTurk subjects and our law students, prosecutors, and lawyers ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, both the lawyers and mTurk subjects showed a positive correlation between confidence in guilt and the seriousness of a crime ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), although the magnitude was much smaller in the legally trained populations ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). As others have cautioned for mock juror studies using undergraduate students or mTurk subjects^[@R9],[@R56],[@R74],[@R75]^, the differences we observe between mock jurors recruited through mTurk and real law students and lawyers need to be confirmed with further studies of actual jurors. On the other hand, the striking similarities across groups for the relative effects of forensic evidence, eyewitness identifications, prior conviction evidence and crime seriousness indicate that the majority of effects described here are applicable to a broad population, including real participants in the criminal justice system.

We also examined possible effects of our task design in which each subject evaluates multiple cases in succession ([Supplementary Figure 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The results show that subjects do tend to adjust their rating scale over the course of the task, but we are able to control for this by randomizing the order in which scenarios are presented to individual subjects and averaging the main effects across subjects.

Together, these results show that our experimental design can produce statistically robust estimates for the effects of evidence and crime type on judgments about guilt across multiple crime scenarios and subject populations. A more fundamental question, however, is whether the results adequately reflect/capture (reproduce) the effects of these factors on real-world criminal justice decisions. Here, we have examined this by modeling the effects of variables previously identified as risk factors for wrongful conviction, then comparing our results with results from conventional mock juror experiments and studies of actual criminal cases. The results are generally consistent with the earlier findings, while expanding the results across a broader range of crime types and subjects.

Forensic evidence and eyewitnesses {#S10}
----------------------------------

We first examined the effects of evidence based on forensic methods long regarded as highly reliable, but whose reliability has been challenged recently by scientific evaluations ^[@R12],[@R13],[@R17],[@R67]^. Reviews by leading scientific organizations over the last decade have concluded that many widely used forensic methods either lack adequate scientific foundations or have a greater potential for error than has been commonly recognized ^[@R12],[@R13],[@R17],[@R67],[@R76]^. In particular, these reviews have distinguished the extensive empirical validation of conventional DNA identification methods compared to other feature-comparison methods, including latent fingerprint analysis^[@R13],[@R67]^. Our results indicate that, absent specific testimony about different forensic science methods and the accuracy or uncertainty of the conclusion in a particular case, our mock jurors give much greater weight to forensic science evidence than to other types of evidence, but make little distinction between the reliability of DNA identification and non-DNA comparisons ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Law students, practicing lawyers, and prosecutors in our samples did the same ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Because we presented evidence in the form of short, conclusory statements, our study subjects had to rely on their prior beliefs about the reliability of each forensic method. Our results indicate that these beliefs correspond more closely with longstanding beliefs about the reliability of traditional forensic sciences than with more recent scientific studies. Jurors' confidence in the reliability of forensic methods may have been reinforced by popular media, as in the "CSI effect" ^[@R23],[@R25],[@R30]^. Consistent with our findings, previous studies have found that jurors tend to give excessive weight to conclusions based on traditional forensic science methods unless the jurors receive explicit information about uncertainty or the potential for error for each method^[@R14],[@R22],[@R29],[@R33]^.

Like many forensic methods, eyewitness testimony was long regarded as highly reliable in criminal prosecutions. But our results indicate that, for all subjects, eyewitness identifications have a much smaller effect on confidence in guilt than does physical evidence ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The reasons are unclear. One possibility is the much longer history of scientific research on eyewitness testimony. Eyewitness identification has been the subject of more than 30 years of experimental studies testing reliability, including factors that affect the accuracy of encoding, recall, and identification ^[@R18]--[@R21]^. The results have been widely disseminated in both the popular press and the criminal justice system, resulting in altered procedures for collecting identification but also more effective defense challenges ^[@R21],[@R58],[@R72]^. Our results suggest that this limited reliability has begun to penetrate popular awareness, affecting the prior beliefs or assumptions about eyewitness evidence. Consistent with these results, surveys have found that jurors, judges, and the general public recognize many factors that can reduce eyewitness reliability ^[@R58],[@R72]^, although both lay subjects and lawyers erred in identifying how those factors affect accuracy.

Prior criminal history {#S11}
----------------------

One of striking contrast between our results and conventional legal wisdom is that evidence of a previous conviction, even for a related crime, has only a modest effect on confidence in guilt ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Prior conviction evidence is widely regarded by courts and practicing attorneys as powerfully prejudicial against a defendant ^[@R3],[@R5]^. Rules of evidence, for example, generally exclude evidence of prior convictions, with limited exceptions. One key exception allows prior convictions evidence to be admitted if the defendant testifies. As a results, concern over the prejudicial effects of a prior conviction can affect strategic decisions about whether a defendant with a criminal record should testify or even whether he should plead guilty ^[@R3],[@R34],[@R68]^.

Our results, however, indicate that evidence of a prior conviction for a related crime increases overall confidence in guilt by only about 10 points on a 100-point scale. While this contrasts with the conventional wisdom, it is consistent with studies of actual criminal cases, which have found a similarly limited effect of prior conviction evidence on the outcomes in real trials ^[@R11],[@R34],[@R38],[@R56],[@R68]^. Despite the modest magnitude of the effect, our results show that the effect of a prior criminal conviction is statistically robust and additive with other evidence ([Fig. 2A,C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that introducing evidence of prior conviction can have a significant effect on the likelihood of conviction in some cases, most notably where other evidence is moderately strong but not compelling. As illustrated in [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, when the overall strength of the case is very weak or very strong, a 10-point increase in confidence will not produce a substantial increase in the percentage of mock jurors who would find the defendant guilty. On the other hand, where the other evidence in ambiguous, a 10-point increase in confidence can have a much larger effect on the likelihood of voting guilt ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This, too, is consistent with previous statistical analyses of real criminal cases, which found that prior conviction evidence has little effect when the other evidence is very strong or very weak, but can tilt the balance toward conviction when other evidence is ambiguous ^[@R11],[@R34],[@R38],[@R56]^. Thus, while our result contradicts conventional wisdom among experienced lawyers, it closely matches the results from empirical studies of actual criminal trials.

At the same time, our results shed light on previous findings that prior conviction evidence only affects trial outcomes when other evidence is ambiguous. Kalven and Zeisel's classic "liberation hypothesis", for example, proposed that ambiguous factual evidence frees jurors to consider other information about a defendant, including prior convictions ^[@R38]^. Yet in our study, prior convictions simply add to the total of other evidence ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These findings can be reconciled by observing that for cases in which the evidence is not clearly dispositive, small effects like the existence of a prior conviction can be decisive with regard to finding a defendant guilty ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Our results do not exclude an additional interaction that depends on the strength of other evidence, but they do suggest that the prior conviction evidence has a main effect independent of the other evidence.

Biases independent of evidence {#S12}
------------------------------

In addition to the effects of evidence, our results show that confidence in guilt can be influenced by other factors. In particular, for our mTurk respondents, an accusation and description of the crime -- without any evidence -- increased confidence in guilt by 13--25 points. This effect was positive for all crime scenarios, suggesting an overall bias towards guilt ^[@R9],[@R23]^. Each piece of evidence then increased confidence in guilt. By contrast, the average bias was much lower for our legally trained subjects. Notably, this difference does not appear to reflect a defense-favoring bias for the legally trained groups, though it reflected a prosecution-favoring bias for the mock jurors ^[@R9],[@R23]^. The lower bias for lawyers and law students may reflect legal training and case-analysis experience, rather than a generic bias towards either prosecution or defense.

For all groups, crime effects on confidence in guilt varied significantly among the individual scenarios. This variation was largest for the mock jurors (12 points), lower for practicing lawyers and law students (6--7 points), and lowest for active prosecutors (2 points). Previous studies disagree as to whether the perceived seriousness of a crime increases or decreases baseline confidence in guilt ^[@R7]--[@R11],[@R26],[@R55]^. Our task design allowed us to compare subjects' confidence in guilt across a broad range of evidence and crime types, including murders, sexual assaults ^[@R9],[@R10]^, and a wide range of other felonies and misdemeanors. For the mock jurors and lawyers, crime effects were positively correlated with the seriousness of the crime, as reflected in their ratings for deserved punishment. Thus, baseline confidence in guilt was significantly lower than the average for relatively minor crimes, while crimes rated as deserving the most punishment also elicited the highest effects on confidence in guilt. For the most serious crimes, including murders and sexual assaults, the effect of the accusation and crime description was comparable to the effect of an eyewitness identification. The smaller effect sizes and small sample sizes for our legally trained subjects do not allow us to conclude whether this differs across groups, though for each group the estimate of this correlation is positive and excludes 0. Thus, the results for all groups are inconsistent with a negative effect of crime seriousness on confidence in guilt ^[@R26],[@R55]^, but consistent with statistical studies of actual cases, which have found a higher likelihood of conviction for defendants accused of more serious crimes^[@R11]^.

Our results suggest that mock jurors and the lawyers in our study share an underlying bias towards greater confidence in guilt for more serious crimes. This has the potential to affect decisions throughout a criminal investigation and prosecution. At least in the context of our simplified experimental task, the effect of this crime-type bias is much greater for mock jurors than for prosecutors and other lawyers. The reasons for this difference are not yet clear. But evidence for this underlying bias suggests that it would be valuable to investigate conditions and interventions that can mitigate or exacerbate the effect of this bias in the context of a real criminal investigation and trial.

Conclusion {#S13}
==========

Combining a high-throughput, flexible task design with statistical modeling designed for sparse data sets, the approach described here offers a potentially valuable complement to more traditional methods for investigating decisions in the criminal justice system. Clearly, one must exercise caution in translating results from this kind of study into practice. But the similar effects of different evidence types and of crime type on judgments of guilt by mTurk participants, law students, and experienced lawyers suggest that high-throughput studies using the mTurk population can be effective in capturing features of legal decision-making that are robust across different groups and test conditions. At the same time, the notable difference in effect size for the crime type bias between mTurk participants and legally trained subjects illustrates the ability of this approach to identify effects of training, experience, and other factors on decision-making by different actors in the criminal justice system. Our study design's ability to capture important risk factors and elements of decision-making as identified in retrospective studies of actual cases ^[@R3],[@R4],[@R34],[@R68]^ indicates that this type of high-throughput experimental design can provide a rapid initial screen for testing new hypotheses, identifying potential interactions, and assessing proposed procedural reforms and best practices. Results from this type of rapid screen can prioritize hypotheses to be tested in more time- and resource-intensive studies, including focus groups, traditional experiments with mock or actual jurors, and retrospective case studies.

At the same time, our high-throughput task format and computational modeling is compatible with models and methods that have been widely used for investigating other kinds of evidence-based decisions, including complex, multi-attribute choices in marketing research ^[@R47],[@R48]^ and public policy proposals ^[@R49]^. Our results show that these decision models can be useful for characterizing complex decision-making by different actors in the criminal justice system. Further, because the task design and modeling are compatible with functional brain imaging and electrophysiology, the approach described here offers a means for investigating the neural mechanisms that mediate effects identified as significant risk factors for errors in more realistic mock juror experiments and in real criminal cases.

METHODS {#S14}
=======

Subjects, recruitment, and sampling {#S15}
-----------------------------------

These studies were approved by the Duke University Institutional Review Board (IRB). All participants provided informed consent, and the study complied with all relevant ethical regulations. The behavioral task described in the text was administered via a web app implemented in node.js (code available from the authors on request). Subjects were recruited through Amazon mTurk, by posted notices in law schools, and by direct email to members of cooperating prosecutors' offices and attendees at legal conferences. Subjects recruited through mTurk were adults based in the United States, according to mTurk records and IP addresses. All subjects accessed the task online through the web app site. At the conclusion of the task, subjects were routed to a separate site to complete a demographic questionnaire.

Human participants were all healthy adults. Participants recruited online through Amazon Mechanical Turk indicated that they were at least 18 years old and registered with mTurk from United States addresses. A demographic breakdown is included in [Supplementary Tables 1 -- 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Law students were second- and third-year students recruited from three U.S. law schools (Duke, Wake Forest, and University of Colorado-Boulder). Practicing prosecutors were members of the Lake County (Illinois) State's Attorney's office. Other practicing attorneys were recruited through email requests to participants in a continuing legal education conference sponsored by the Louisiana Bar Association. For each of these legally-trained participant groups, completion of the study was purely opt-in. After all exclusions (described below), our full sample included 759 mTurk participants, 52 law students, 26 prosecutors, and 40 other lawyers ([Supplementary Table 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Data were collected via Qualtrics (for demographic data) and a custom web application designed by the research team. Participants viewed the study within a web browser. Data collection and analysis were not performed blind to the conditions of the experiment. However, members of the research team were only indirectly involved in data collection: For Mechanical Turk participants, all data were collected remotely without the involvement of the research team. For law students, a member of the research team was present to introduce the study but left the room prior to data collection.

Sample sizes for Amazon Mechanical Turk studies were solicited in \~50 participant blocks for variations on the basic study design. By using Bayesian methods, we are able to combine across samples to calculate a final uncertainty about the estimands of interest. Because we are not performing sequential hypothesis testing, and because we use all non-excluded data together in estimating effects, this multi-stage sampling does not induce bias in our conclusions^[@R77]^.

Experimental task design {#S16}
------------------------

The task for this study uses a [33 × 3 × 2 × 3 experimental design]{.ul}. Subjects view 33 scenarios that each describe accusation of a specific crime. The 33 crimes span shoplifting to rape, murder, and child sexual abuse. Each subject views the presentation of each crime type (a "scenario") in a text box. It remains onscreen until the subject has answered a series of questions and then clicks a button to move to the next scenario. This initial description contains no evidence of who committed the crime. While type of crime is the primary difference between scenarios, the scenarios also differ in other details, including names of defendants and victims, and the circumstances of the crime. Varying these other details is designed to keep subjects engaged throughout the task and to encourage subjects to treat each scenario as a distinct crime. At the same time, the varied descriptions raise the potential for differences other than crime type to influence effects of the crime scenario on judgments of guilt. However, our large number of scenarios and the range of crime seriousness across those scenarios allows us to test specifically for a main effect of crime seriousness on judgments of guilt. The text for each scenario is listed in [Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Below the descriptive paragraph for each scenario, subjects see one or more categories of evidence implicating the named suspect ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In our standard format, subjects choose which evidence to view first, second, and third clicking on one of three boxes labeled "Physical evidence", "Witness", and "Criminal history". Clicking on each box shows one of the following: (1) one of three physical evidence possibilities that link the accused to the crime (no physical evidence, DNA evidence, or non-DNA physical evidence such as fingerprint or ballistic evidence); (2) either of two kinds of "witness" (eyewitness or a non- eyewitness); or (3) one of 3 options of criminal history (no prior convictions, prior conviction for a related crime, or prior conviction for an unrelated crime). This results in 18 unique evidence combinations (3 × 2 × 3) for each crime scenario. Each subject sees all 33 crime scenarios paired with only one randomized combination of evidence. Although each subject sees only one randomized combination of evidence for each crime scenario, over our large number of subjects we can test each of the 33 crime scenarios with all 18 evidence combinations (594 unique combinations).

Following the scenario and evidence boxes, subjects are asked to judge the strength of the case against the accused, and to rate their moral or emotional responses to the crime.

By design, the presentation of evidence in this study differs in several respects from the way evidence is typically presented to jurors in an actual trial or in traditional mock juries. First, our format lets subjects choose the sequence order in which to view the evidence in each scenario. By contrast, jurors at trial typically hear the evidence in the sequence determined by the prosecution, and current models of juror decision-making such as the Story Model emphasize the influence of the order of presentation on the weight jurors assign to individual items of evidence ^[@R36],[@R37],[@R45],[@R46],[@R78]^. In addition, each item of evidence in this study consists of a short, conclusory statement with no details of how the evidence was collected or analyzed, thus requiring subjects to use their own prior beliefs and assumptions to decide how much weight to give that evidence.

Within each evidence category, furthermore, the specific context and description of the evidence in each category varies for the individual scenarios ([Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); thus the objective strength of the evidence in a particular category can be stronger for some scenarios than others. In the majority of our scenarios, for example, the source of the DNA evidence is blood, skin, saliva, or semen, all of which typically allow comparison of nuclear DNA. In 6 scenarios, however, the source of the DNA evidence is described as hair samples only ([Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because hair samples typically permit analysis of mitochondrial DNA only, the objective strength of the DNA evidence is weaker for those scenarios. Similarly, the non-DNA physical evidence in the majority of scenarios consists of a fingerprint match, while the non-DNA physical evidence in 5 scenarios consists of hair, fiber, or paint comparisons. Among the widely used non-DNA feature-comparison methods, latent fingerprint evidence is traditionally regarded as the most reliable and has been most rigorously tested for scientific validity than other feature-comparison methods^[@R13],[@R19],[@R67],[@R79]^. This can potentially increase variation between scenarios in the effect of each evidence category on judgments of guilt. At the same time, the empirical studies show that fingerprint analysis is subject to a higher error rate and greater sources of variation than conventional DNA methods^[@R13],[@R19],[@R67],[@R79]^. Thus, averaging across scenarios, the mean strength of the DNA evidence is objectively much greater than the corresponding non-DNA physical evidence.

While these features of the current study limit the realism of our experimental task, they make it possible to identify main effects of each evidence category at a population level, independent of variation in the sequence of presentation and the specific context of the evidence in each particular case. Further, our task format easily accommodates future iterations of this or similar studies to investigate how specific changes in the case presentations alter these main effects. It is important to remember that while our paradigm may yield less accurate predictions in individual cases, by increasing drastically the numbers of subjects and cases we collect, we are leveraging additional statistical power to derive much more accurate inferences *in aggregate*.

Study variants {#S17}
==============

Across a series of studies, we varied the task format and the number of questions posed to different groups of subjects ([Supplementary Table 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These variations showed no significant effect on our subjects' responses in cases where evidence was presented, so we combined data across experiments (see below).

Randomization and exclusion criteria: {#S18}
-------------------------------------

All participants responded to all 33 scenarios, but the particular evidence combination for each scenario was determined by a random permutation of all 18 possibilities. This randomization was performed once per subject at the beginning of each experiment using a Knuth shuffle method.

We excluded participants whose patterns of response either indicated a consistent failure to move the rating slider or unusually low time to complete the survey. Specifically, all responses from a subject were excluded if the data set met one of the following criteria: Subject did not complete the entire taskSubject did not complete all 33 questions in test portionSubject completed the test portion but not the demographics portionData suggested that subject did not participate in the task, or stopped participating in the task, due to repeated lack of change to default response values)Unidentified and un-remediated coding errors that resulted in some subjects who were presented with the same question more than four timesSubject had participated in a previous version of the experiment (verified via Mechanical Turk user name).

Partial (repeat) data for an individual subject were excluded if the data set met the following criteria: Unidentified and un-remediated coding error that resulted in some subjects being presented with same question two, three, or four times. In those cases, responses after the first response were redacted. Exclusion criteria were not established in the initial study design. We established the exclusion criteria after reviewing responses to the first round of data collection, each group comprising 50--100 subjects ([Supplementary Table 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Those criteria were then applied to all subsequent rounds of data collection.

Missing data and combining across experiments: {#S19}
----------------------------------------------

Because we ran multiple versions of the experiment with our mTurk population, many subjects were only required to supply ratings for one or two of our six outcome types. Nevertheless, in modeling these data, we proceeded as if each subject possessed a full set of outcomes, but these outcomes were only partially observed. This is accounted for by the Bayesian methods we employ^[@R80]^, which do not require that we either impute missing data or restrict ourselves to complete cases. Thus we were able to include in our multivariate outcome model all data points with *any* of the five continuous ratings, and these were all used to inform inferences about model parameters. Where we have only small overlap between some pairs of observed outcomes (e.g., confidence and threat) the resulting posterior uncertainties are inevitably larger but are nonetheless correct summaries of our beliefs given the observed data.

For this reason, for many of our analyses, we were able to combine data across models. For example, in considering correlations among outcome types, we did not restrict ourselves to the single experiment in which subjects provided all six response types. Rather, we included all data in which subjects provided *any* of the five continuous ratings. A full description of our data inclusion criteria for each analysis performed is given in [Supplementary Table 8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Model fitting: {#S20}
--------------

We modeled the data as described in the text, fitting the models using Hamiltonian Markov Chain Monte Carlo as implemented in the Stan Bayesian modeling language ^[@R66]^. Full details of the models and inference procedure are available in [Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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![Task design and manipulation checks. (A) Screenshot of the presentation for one scenario. Here the participant has clicked the box marked "Physical evidence" to reveal one of the three alternatives for evidence in that category. (B) Mean responses for case strength across each of the 18 possible evidence combinations. Boxplots represent variability across all 33 scenarios for fixed evidence combinations. The mean ratings for each scenario are shown as individual dots. Red diamonds illustrate mean strength estimated by our statistical model. (N=360 subjects) (C) Case strength ratings correspond to confidence in guilt. Case strength (x axis) represents the mean rating across mTurk subjects. For each possible combination of scenario and evidence, the probability of voting guilty (y-axis) reflects the percentage "guilty" responses for a subset of subjects who were asked whether they think the accused is guilty or not guilty ([Supplementary Table 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (N=95 subjects) (D) Ratings of deserved punishment for each crime scenario (y-axis). Scenarios are ordered on the x-axis according to the crime classifications under the North Carolina criminal code (see [Supplementary Figure 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table 9](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Dots indicate median ratings, lines the interquartile range. Gray shading represents a local regression (LOESS smooth) of punishment as a function of scenario. (N=415 subjects)](nihms-1506656-f0001){#F1}

![Evidence and crime effects on subject ratings for confidence in guilt. (A) Evidence effects. Symbols represent mean effect size; error bars represent 95% credible intervals. (B) Crime effects. Symbols represent the crime effects of individual scenarios, independent of the evidence, summarized by the box plot. (C) Schematic illustrating increase of confidence in guilt as a function of total model evidence. Vertical groups of points represent distinct evidence combinations, with individual dots for each scenario. Dot shading indicates the variability as scenarios range from lowest crime effect (gray) to highest (light blue). As expected, the model fitting process has apportioned weights to each type of evidence such that the observed ratings are approximately linear in total evidence weight. (all panels: N=360 subjects)](nihms-1506656-f0002){#F2}

![Similarities and differences between potential jurors and legally trained participants. (A) The relative effect of each category of evidence on confidence in guilt is similar for potential jurors (mTurk) and three groups of legally trained participants; error bars represent 95% credible intervals. (B) On the other hand, the crime effect (independent of evidence) is significantly smaller for the legally trained participants. (C) As in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, confidence in guilt increases as a function of evidence, though potential jurors rate cases as stronger for fixed evidence than do legally trained participants. Dots indicate mean rating across cases for each evidence level. Other conventions are as in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. (D) Relative contribution of evidence (y axis) and crime effect on confidence in guilt for each group of participants (colors as in A- B). Individual symbols represent the effect sizes for individual crime scenarios. Given a fixed (100 point) budget, participants with legal training assigned more points to evidence and fewer to the type of crime committed. (all panels: N=26 (Illinois Prosecutors), 52 (Law Students), 40 (Louisiana Bar), 360 (mTurk))](nihms-1506656-f0003){#F3}

![Crime effects on confidence in guilt are positively correlated with seriousness of the crime. A. In contrast to the effects on confidence in guilt (blue), participant ratings for deserved punishment, outrage, and perceived threat are comparatively unaffected by evidence related to a particular defendant (A). Instead, punishment, outrage, and threat ratings depend almost entirely on the crime scenarios (B). (C) Crime effects on deserved punishment, outrage and perceived threat are strongly correlated with each other, and positively correlated with crime effects on confidence in guilt. (D) Crime effects for deserved punishment and case strength are positively correlated for lawyers and law students as well as mock jurors (mTurk). Error bars in A, C, and D represent 95% credible intervals. (A, B, C: N=522 mTurk subjects; D: N=26 (Illinois Prosecutors), 52 (Law Students), 40 (Louisiana Bar), 415 (mTurk))](nihms-1506656-f0004){#F4}
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